AUTOULTIMA PRO ROLL
LAMINATOR EU/UK
Overview
If you have to constantly laminate multiple documents and time is
precious then the stylish AutoUltima Pro Laminator is the perfect
solution for you. No longer will you need to spend hours by the
laminator loading pouches  the AutoUltima feeds, laminates and
trims your documents at the touch of a button.
The simplicity of the AutoUltima is that you just insert your
documents into the laminator as you would with a photocopier,
press start and the laminator does the rest freeing up your valuable
time to do other work.
With the fully automated AutoUltima Roll Laminator you can
laminate over 100 documents in just 30 minutes compared with 19
using a pouch laminator and 56 with a standard roll laminator and
trimmer. The process allows you to load up to 50 documents in any
one go, walk away without waiting for it to warm up, and return to
your documents perfectly laminated. The Ez Load technology
prevents misloading of the roll film and the automatic built in cutter
trims the documents leaving them ready to pick up in the handy
collection tray.
Roll film is available in 42.5, 75 and 125 micron thickness and the
laminator laminates document sizes up to A3 width. With fast
throughput of 800mm per minute, heat up time of 1 minute for 75
microns and single touch control for temperature variations, the
AutoUltima comes with a 1 year warranty for peace of mind.
The laminator shuts off after only 15 minutes which reduces
unnecessary power use making it the ideal environmentally
friendly choice. Weighing 38kg and sized at 787(H) x 483(W) x 686
(D)mm, the AutoUltima is a robust desktop unit that will maximise
productivity in any office.
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